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Welcome to the first ever Summer Skies Astrology Gathering.
Summer Skies is a brand new event in the astrological calendar – a unique gathering offering a range of insights
into astrological subjects and techniques. It also presents a different kind of learning experience that we feel
will be particularly helpful for the student and practising astrologer. Masterclass sessions will be dynamic and
interactive, and there will be a focus on gaining experience and putting practical tools to use. There will be time
for everyone to work together in smaller groups too, led by the tutor and facilitated by the three of us.
Our aim is to provide all attendees with an intensive astrological education, and we hope that everyone leaves
feeling more confident in their astrological understanding and able to use these techniques in their work. The
event is open to astrologers and students of all levels, but a basic knowledge of the building blocks (signs, planets,
houses, aspects) will be assumed.
We hope you’ll join us for these two days for what promises to be a memorable first gathering.

Helping you become the best astrologer you can be

THURSDAY 15th

FRIDAY 16th

Interpretation and Synastry Day

Forecasting and Electional Day

Day One will offer an array of insights into chart
interpretation and synthesis from the respected Parisbased astrologer Lynn Bell. Later in the afternoon,
Frank, John and Wendy will spend time focusing on
useful synastry tools and techniques. They will present
practical examples and exercises to help you gain greater
confidence in understanding and articulating the astrology
of relationship dynamics.

Day Two focuses on several practical techniques used in
forecasting – courtesy of the experienced astrologer and
teacher Sue Tompkins. After lunch, Roy Gillett will offer
ways to use your Solar Fire software to the fullest extent.
And renowned astrologer Deborah Houlding concludes
the gathering with an afternoon of practical and useful
strategies to help you master electional astrology.

Frank Clifford, John Green & Wendy Stacey
10:00–10:30
Introduction & Welcome
Our program begins with horoscope snapshots of a few
newsworthy figures.
10:30–12:00
Lynn Bell
Unravelling the Mysteries of the Chart
Where to begin? Some charts give up their secrets with
great difficulty, others invite us part way in … yet retain
their mystery. In this masterclass, we shall explore and
interpret different kinds of chart structures.
12:00–12:15

Break

12:15–13:30
Lynn Bell
Unravelling the Mysteries of the Chart
Part two. In this session, we’ll focus on interpreting
examples from participants.
13:30–14:30

Lunch

14:30–15:15
Frank Clifford
Synastry: Working with Sign Combinations
Understanding the dynamics between the signs is the
first step in synastry work. Every pairing has themes in
common, as well as components that don’t gel so easily.
Frank will work with the group to help articulate and
pinpoint themes found in various sign pairings.

Frank Clifford, John Green & Wendy Stacey
10:00–10:30
Introduction & Welcome
Our program begins with horoscope snapshots of a few
charts in the news.
10:30–12:00
Sue Tompkins
Forecasting in Practice
Join Sue for a practical hands-on, intensive doublesession reviewing and using major techniques (transits,
progressions and Solar Arc directions) along with some
lesser-known ones.
12:00–12:15

Break

12:15–13:30
Sue Tompkins
Forecasting in Practice
Part two. In this session, Sue will work with the group on
some examples to see astrology in action.
13:30–14:15

Lunch

14:15–15:00
Roy Gillett
Making the Most of Solar Fire
Roy will reveal many fascinating tips and short cuts to
help you make the most of Solar Fire for forecasting and
electional work.

15:15–16:00
Wendy Stacey
Synastry: Holding on to My Other Half
This talk will explore why we choose certain people to form
relationships with and how the dynamics are played out.

15:00–16:30
Deborah Houlding
Electional Astrology: Electing for Success
This workshop explains the most important and
reliable techniques of electional astrology. Deborah will
demonstrate its principles through a number of case
histories relating to themes that are most relevant for
the modern client.

16:00–16:15

16:30–16:45

Break

16:15–17:00
John Green
Synastry: Throw Away Your Cookbooks
Synastry cookbooks that give set interpretations for
planet and sign combinations are great tools to use while
studying. But how do you start synthesizing complicated
horoscope interactions for your client?
Frank Clifford, John Green & Wendy Stacey
17:05–18:00
Synastry: Techniques in Practice
Employing the techniques introduced earlier, we’ll take a
case study and consider how its themes could be played
out in the relationship privately and publicly.

Break

16:45–18:00
Deborah Houlding
Electional Astrology: Electing for Success
Part two. In this second part, Deborah will set a task
for the group, and offer more tips and tools for the
working astrologer.

ASTROLOGY STUDENT CONFERENCE
Welcome to the 7th Annual Astrology Student Conference!
Once again we feel proud and privileged to have a line-up of world-class speakers – a stellium of leading teachers,
authors and consultants who will be sharing their insights during this special weekend.
The theme of our 7th conference is ‘The Circle of Life: Exploring the Nature of the Signs’, and a particular focus
will be on how signs that share a planetary ruler differ in attitude, motivation and style. With the help of Mark
Jones and Donna Cunningham, we’ll also be looking at the signs involved in the continuing Uranus–Pluto square
and how this aspect is impacting particular generations.
We’re delighted to welcome back Richard Swatton, John Green, Mark Jones, Bernadette Brady and Sue Tompkins.
The Company of Astrologers’ co-founder Maggie Hyde will be joining us for the first time. Two of the sessions
this year will be ‘live via satellite’, as we get the chance to listen to the celebrated astrologers Donna Cunningham
and Erin Sullivan, who reside in the States.
We’re back at Hughes Parry Hall once more for this two-day event. We shall have a bookstall of the latest titles,
classic texts and books from the speakers – all thanks to The Astrology Shop of Neal Street, Covent Garden.
Thank you all for your continued support of this event. We look forward to welcoming you to the conference on
17 and 18 May, and hope you’ll also be able to join us for the Summer Skies gathering that takes place prior to
our event.

A stellium of world-class astrologers
offering insights into the zodiac signs

SATURDAY 17th
10:30–10:40
Frank Clifford & Wendy Stacey
Introducing the Weekend and the Schedule
10:40–11:50
Richard Swatton
Gemini and Virgo: Knowing and Doing
Gemini and Virgo perform the dual functions of Mercury:
knowing and doing. In this talk, we’ll consider the part
they play in the alchemical and psychological processes
in the development of consciousness: the division of
opposites, analysis and integration.
11:50–12:15

Break

12:15–13:15
John Green
Kallisti: To the Most Beautiful
Venus rules the signs of earthy Taurus and airy Libra, but
what are the differences between them? Is Taurus simply
the materialistic sensualist and Libra the harmonising
aesthete? Today we’ll look at what really makes each
sign tick.
13:15–14:45

Lunch

14:45–16:00
Maggie Hyde
True Spirit
Jupiter rules Sagittarius by day and Pisces by night, but
each of his signs has its unique identity. What do the
Archer and the Fish have in common, and where do
they differ?
16:00–16:30

Break

16:30–17:15
Erin Sullivan (via Skype)
In Love with the Mystery
Of all signs, Scorpio, ruled by Pluto, is the most enigmatic
and shadowed archetype. The astrological Pluto is Hades,
the guardian of the riches of mother Gaia, where all
our resources reside in the most profound realm of the
psyche. It is here where we encounter a place of truth
and consequence.
17:15–18:00
Frank Clifford
The Polarity Picture Show and Mystery Chart Quiz
Frank will take us on a quick, visual tour of the six pairs
of opposite signs, and consider what they share, how they
differ, and what they can teach each other. The session
will end with a Mystery Chart Prize Quiz.
18.00 onwards Optional Dinner at Anacapri (£25)
Travel to restaurant for 6.30pm dinner at Anacapri,
10 Dorset Street, London W1U 6QR, 020 7935 6441.
Includes a three-course Italian dinner and coffee (travel
and beverages not included). Details of the menu and
restaurant will be given on the day (off Baker Street, 5-8
mins walk from Baker Street underground).

SUNDAY 18th
10:30–11:30
Wendy Stacey
Heart and Soul: The Luminaries and Their Signs
In this opening session, we shall look at the aspects of
life that are governed by the Sun and Leo and the Moon
and Cancer – and how these form the core principles of
our personality.
11:30–11:45

Break

Mark Jones
11:45–13:00
The Evolutionary Potential of Uranus–Pluto in the Development
of the Individual
Uranus in Aries represents the individual and collective
aspiration for freedom from restriction, and Pluto
in Capricorn shows the capacity of the higher will to
transform our relationship with authority. Using our
charts, we’ll discover how to overcome the internal
and external voices that restrict us, and experience the
possibility for radical empowerment.
13:00–14:30

Lunch

Dr. Bernadette Brady
13:30-15:30
Working with Difficult Transits – WORKSHOP (£30)
When you see heavy times ahead, what constructive
counsel can you offer yourself and/or your clients? And
how do you find the balance between providing clarity
and filling your client with apprehension?
Frank Clifford
14:30–15:30
Astrology in Action: Film, TV & Comedy Clips
Sit back, relax and enjoy a range of horoscopes along with
an entertaining series of related clips that get to the very
heart of an astrological placement or aspect.
Sue Tompkins
15:40–17:00
Between a Rock and a Hard Place: An In-depth Look at Capricorn
and Aquarius
Each sign in the zodiac is both a development from, and
reaction to, the previous sign. Sue will discuss the key
differences between the Saturn-ruled signs, as well as
how Capricorn differs from its ruler Saturn.
17:00–17:15

Break

17:15–18:00
Donna Cunningham (via Skype)
The Capricorn Stellium Generation
Every child born during parts of 1988–90 has a superconjunction of Saturn, Uranus and Neptune – an event
that happened last in 1307. These births had as many as
seven Capricorn planets. In this talk, discover how the
Uranus–Pluto square is complicating the usual challenges
of young adulthood.

SPEAKERS
Lynn Bell
Lynn is greatly respected for her insightful, perceptive and innovative astrological teachings. Her original
work into astrological family patterns can be found in her book Planetary Threads (recently republished).
Lynn has a following from her work on archetypes with Caroline Myss at the CMED Institute.
Bernadette Brady
Bernadette is the celebrated author of The Eagle and the Lark and Brady’s Book of Fixed Stars and creator
of Jigsaw and Starlight. She is a tutor for the MA in Cosmology and Culture at the University of Wales
Trinity Saint David, where she recently gained her PhD. www.bernadettebrady.com
Frank Clifford
A teacher, writer, publisher and data researcher, Frank has been a creative force in our community for
25 years. Frank runs the LSA, has written numerous books (incl. Getting to the Heart of Your Chart and
Palmistry 4 Today), and guest edited The Mountain Astrologer twice. www.flareuk.com
Donna Cunningham
An award-winning astrologer with over 40 years of professional experience, Donna is the internationallyknown author of 15 well-received astrology books and thousands of articles. Her ebook release, The Stellium
Handbook, is now available. www.moonmavenpublications.com
Roy Gillett
The official UK distributor of Solar Fire since its launch in 1994, Roy has run many classes on getting
the most out of this popular program. Roy is also the President of the Astrological Association of Great
Britain, and his books include The Secret Language of Astrology. www.crucialastrotools.co.uk
John Green
John has taught the Centre for Psychological Astrology’s ever-popular Foundation Course since 2003. He
now runs its Beginners and Intermediate courses online. John breathed new life into The Astrological Journal
as its Editor from 2008–13. He’s also a published fiction author. www.psychologicalastrology.com
Deborah Houlding
Deborah’s substantial contribution to astrology includes publishing historical texts, writing The Houses:
Temples of the Sky, and creating Skyscript, her landmark website. She offers a scholarly, traditional approach
to horary and electional astrology for modern-day practitioners. www.skyscript.com
Maggie Hyde
Maggie co-founded The Company of Astrologers in 1983 and her books include the seminal work Jung and
Astrology. She is a guest speaker on the Myth, Cosmology and the Sacred MA programme for Canterbury
Christchurch University, and writes for Glamour magazine. www.maggiehyde.com
Mark Jones
A psychosynthesis therapist and evolutionary astrologer, Mark has a private practice in Bristol. His work is
renowned in the USA for its integration of the fields of astrology, psychology and sprituality. Mark wrote
Healing the Soul: Pluto, Uranus and the Lunar Nodes. www.plutoschool.com
Wendy Stacey
A dynamic force in our community, Wendy runs the prestigious Mayo School of Astrology, chairs the
Astrological Association and lectures internationally. Recent projects include the book Uranus Square
Pluto and her Ph.D. on the changing birth-time patterns in society. www.wendystacey.com

SPEAKERS
Erin Sullivan
Erin has had an eclectic and eminent forty-year career in astrology – from her role as Series Editor for
the renowned Arkana Contemporary Astrology Series, to authoring six, ground-breaking books, which
include Retrograde Planets and The Astrology of Midlife and Aging. www.erinsullivan.com
Richard Swatton
Richard is an integrative psychotherapist and astrologer in private practice in Bristol. He began studying
horary and psychological astrology almost forty years ago. His teaching stresses the importance of training
the intuition, which is the subject of his publication From Symbol to Substance.
Sue Tompkins
A highly regarded astrology consultant and tutor, Sue is best known for thirty years of astrological teaching
(for FAS and then later for the LSA, which she co-founded in 2000), and for her two best-selling texts,
Aspects in Astrology and The Contemporary Astrologer’s Handbook. www.suetompkins.com

VENUE
Hughes Parry Hall
19-26 Cartwright Gardens, London WC1H 9EF

Cartwright Gardens is on a one way system. From Euston Road you will need to turn into Judd Street and then
right into Hastings or Leigh Street to enter Cartwright Gardens.
By Tube: Nearest underground stations: Russell Square (Piccadilly Line), Kings Cross (Northern, Victoria,
Piccadilly, Circle & Metropolitan Lines), Euston Station (Victoria & Northern Line).
By Rail: Euston, King’s Cross and St. Pancras mainline stations are within walking distance. The other London
mainline stations are a tube or taxi journey away.
Parking: There are parking areas around the venue, some payable up to 1:30pm. There are also NCP at Woburn
Place & Bloomsbury Place.
From Airports: Email us for more details.
Arriving by Eurostar (London St. Pancras): A 5-10 minute walk along Euston Road.

"

BOOKING
SUMMER SKIES 15th & 16th May 2014
The cost includes refreshments, but please bring or buy your own lunch.
Full Event (early bird price – before 15/03/14)............................................................................................................... £105
		
(after 15/03/14).......................................................................................................................................... £120
Thursday 15th May only (early bird price – before 15/03/14)......................................................................................... £65
		
(after 15/03/14)............................................................................................................................................ £75
Friday 16th May only (early bird price – before 15/03/14).............................................................................................. £65
		
(after 15/03/14)............................................................................................................................................ £75

ASTROLOGY STUDENT CONFERENCE (ASC) 17th & 18th May 2014
The cost includes refreshments, but please bring or buy your own lunch.
Full Conference (early bird price – before 15/03/14).................................................................................................... £105
		
(after 15/03/14).......................................................................................................................................... £120
Saturday 17th May only (early bird price – before 15/03/14).......................................................................................... £65
		
(after 15/03/14)............................................................................................................................................ £75
Sunday 18th May only (early bird price – before 15/03/14)............................................................................................ £65
		
(after 15/03/14)............................................................................................................................................ £75
Extras for ASC attendees (see inside for details; advance booking is recommended):
Saturday night dinner at Anacapri..................................................................................................................................... £25
(Please note that this cost does not include drinks or travel to venue – all details will be given on the day.)
Sunday workshop with Bernadette Brady.......................................................................................................................... £30
If you are booking multiple places, please let us know the names of each of the delegates.
To pay online by secure server go to www.mayoastrology.com
PayPal: Send payment direct via PayPal to admin@londonschoolofastrology.co.uk
Cheques: Please fill out the form below and post it to LSA, BCM Planets, London WC1N 3XX (include an SAE or
email address if you wish to receive confirmation of your booking).
Credit Cards: Email your details or call 020 8402 7772 to pay over the telephone, or complete and post the form
above. Receipts will be handed out on the day.
Cancellations: Please note we’re unable to refund bookings cancelled within 7 days of the seminar. There will be a
small processing charge for all cancellations.
For any additional details or a list of nearby accommodation, please see our website (www.astroconference.com) or
call the LSA office. Advance booking is advised. No tickets are handed out. Programme subject to change.
Name: _______________________________________ Email: __________________________________________
Tel: _______________________________ Address: ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

or debit my MC/Visa/Delta/Switch/Electron card for £ _______
No.: ____________________________ Expiry Date: _____ lssue No. (Switch) __ Security Code/Last 3 Digits: ____
Signature: ____________________________________ Date: ___________________________________________

LSA, BCM Planets, London WC1N 3XX. Tel: 020 8402 7772. Email: admin@londonschoolofastrology.co.uk

Cover photos by David Iliff.

I enclose a cheque for £ _______ (to ‘London School of Astrology Limited’)

